


It’s happening all across
the country.  On lakes.
In rivers.  In streams.
Wherever water and
people come together,
Zebco is introducing
the fun of fishing to
more anglers than any
other name in the
business…and it’s been
that way since 1949.

The 1949 Zebco® Standard™

The world’s first production spincast reel.

Let’s Go Fishing!
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As more and more people take to the lake with their families to enjoy the
great sport of fishing, Zebco® is making it easier than ever before by
providing everything you need, all in one convenient package.
Introducing…Zebco Ready Tackle™, a complete line of ready-to-go
tackle for whatever type of fishing you do.  From panfishing to saltwater
fishing, Zebco Ready Tackle is your all-in-one solution.  
(see page 4)

Synchronized Performance is the key to the all-new Zebco® Genesis™

product line.  These spincast, baitcast and spinning reels perform
excellent for the experienced angler as well as the beginner.  Genesis™

components are designed to provide performance, durability and
reliability through a series of synchronized systems that deliver a
complete and coordinated quality platform.
(see page 6)

Zebco® introduced the spincast reel in 1949, and since then we have been
continually developing new technologies to improve the performance of
these easiest-to-use fishing reels.  Now, the Zebco family includes the
most advanced spincast reel ever designed…Omega™.  Designed to meet
the needs of the experienced angler and built to the high-quality
standards that have been a part of Zebco for over 50 years.  
(see page 8)

To help make family fishing more memorable, Zebco® introduces a
solution that is certain to put a smile on every parent’s face…Floating
Youth Combos!! These new combos, featuring Mickey Mouse©, Minnie
Mouse© and Tigger© are the favorites of kids everywhere.  
(see page 20)

What’s New In 2003?
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At Zebco, fishing is our passion,
and for over 50 years we’ve
innovated reliable, hassle free
tackle for countless generations
of recreational anglers. Now
we’ve taken it a step further…
Introducing Zebco Ready
Tackle™, the first fishing system
that’s color-coded so you know
exactly which kit to buy. It’s
everything you need to get
together with your family for a
day at the lake.

When space is limited,
choose one of the Zebco
Ready Tackle™ telescopic
combos or a Tackle Tote®

in either spinning or
spincast versions.  They are
loaded with all the tackle
you’ll need, plus the Zebco
Ready Tackle™ Fishing
Guide that’s loaded with
information about different
species of fish and the
correct way to rig up your
new tackle.

Zebco®

Ready Tackle™
Multi-Use Combos

Ready Tackle™ Tackle Totes® are
loaded with tackle and convenient
enough to carry anywhere!
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ZebcoReady Tackle™

step-up openstock
combos feature a premium rod and ball-bearing
reel with aluminum spool perfectly matched with the perfect species-specific tackle.

Each Zebco Ready Tackle™ tackle kit contains the most popular
tackle for the specific type of fishing you enjoy the most.

TROUT PANFISH BASS WALLEYE CATFISH CATFISH IN-SHORE BIG 
(spinning) (spincast) SALTWATER SALTWATER

BASS (spinning) BASS (spincast) CATFISH (spincast) CATFISH (spinning) PANFISH (spinning) PANFISH (spincast) TROUT (spinning) TROUT (Triggerspin™)
(spinning) (spincast) SALTWATER SALTWATER

The Zebco Ready Tackle™ flatboard packaged combos
feature species-specific tackle, a tackle box, fishing line,

fishing pliers, rod and ball-bearing reel.

WALLEYE CATFISH IN-SHORE SALTWATER

TROUT PANFISH BASS BIG SALTWATER

Zebco Ready Tackle™ Species-Specific Combos

For more detailed information about all of the
Zebco Ready Tackle™ combos, see page 21.
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Synchronized Performance is the
trademark of Zebco’s all-new
Genesis Systems.  Every
component of each system is
designed in sync with each other
to provide easy-to-use, smooth-
performing and great looking
tackle for both the beginner and
the advanced angler.

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

Genesis™

The styling of each Genesis combo is your first clue to
the quality of the engineering that has built these
synchronized systems.  Each system features an all-
new Geneis reel (choose from spincast, spinning or
baitcast) scientifically matched to a high-performance
rod specifically designed for the Genesis system.

If you are a beginner looking for an easy-to-use fishing
combo, Zebco’s Genesis is a perfect choice.  If you are
an experienced angler looking for high-quality and
smooth performance, again Genesis is the perfect
choice.

The Genesis concept of Synchronized Performance is
your assurance that every cast will yield un-paralleled
performance.

Genesis™ Systems

FEATURES:
GEN3C spincast
• Positive Pickup
• Star-adjustable drag system
• Stainless steel front cover
• Quick-change spool system
• 6’0” medium-action high-performance 

E-Glass rod
• Pre-spooled with 10 pound line

GEN100C baitcast
• Ball-bearing drive
• Star-adjustable drag system
• Sturdy graphite frame
• DynaMag® magnetic cast control
• 6’0” medium-action high-performance 

E-Glass rod
• Pre-spooled with 12 pound line

GEN20C medium spinning
• Aluminum Long Stroke® spool
• Ball-bearing drive system
• Continuous Anti-Reverse™

• Front-adjustable drag system
• Balanced handle and rotor
• Selectable anti-reverse
• 6’0” high-performance E-Glass rod
• Pre-spooled with 8 pound line

GEN30C spinning
• 3-size with above features and a 6’6”rod

and pre-spooled with 10 pound line5



Each Genesis reel features quality-engineered components to
provide smooth performance, durability and ease of use.

Genesis™ Reels

The Genesis GEN3 spincast reel features a large,
easy-to-use thumb button, steel front cover for
long-lasting durability and a star-adjustable full-
range drag system that prevents line twist found
in traditional spincast reels.

GEN3

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

A true performer, the GEN100
baitcast reel means business on
the lake.  This reel features our
DynaMag® magnetic cast
control and a ball-bearing drive.
The star-adjustable drag gives you total fish control.

GEN100

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

For spinning needs, you won’t find a more
versatile reel.  The GEN20 and GEN30 feature a
ball-bearing drive, front-adjustable smooth drag,
Continuous Anti-Reverse™ and a
Twist-Reducer™ line roller.  Its
aluminum Long Stroke® spool
provides great casting distance and
durability.

GEN20, GEN30

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

FEATURES:
• Positive Pickup
• Steel front cover
• Quick-change spool system
• 3.8 Gear ratio
• Star-adjustable Twist-Reducer™ drag system
• Pre-spooled with 10 pound line

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Star-adjustable drag system
• Sturdy graphite frame
• DynaMag® magnetic cast control
• 5.1:1 Gear ratio
• Pre-spooled with 12 pound line

FEATURES:
• Aluminum spool
• Ball-bearing drive
• Front-adjustable drag 
• Continuous Anti-Reverse™

• Balanced handle and rotor
• 4.7:1 Gear ratio
• Pre-spooled with line

(GEN20: 8 pound; GEN30: 10 pound)
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Omega represents the highest standard ever in
spincast technology.  It reflects the passion of
the most knowledgeable and experienced
engineers and designers in the industry.

The challenge was simple.  Create the
ultimate spincast reel and make it perform to
the standards that over 50 years of experience
would demand.

The results are stunning.  Omega is the first ever
spincast reel to feature 6 ball bearings.  It also
features a unique and comfortable design unlike
any ever seen before.  The materials selected for
this reel provide reliability and performance that
are unmatched in the category.  And it has a feel
that tells you immediately that this is the reel that
will do the job right.

Omega™

Omega™ is the first spincast reel in history to feature 6 ball
bearings – engineered from quality stainless steel for
corrosion resistance.

A quick-change spool system lets you easily switch line
weights to match the type of fishing situation.  A spare
spool is included.

The ultra-smooth worm gear drive, with its 3.7:1 gear ratio
has been designed to provide a balance between both
power and speed.

3X Positive Line Pickup System allows you to instantly
and positively capture the line for retrieve…three times
faster than a normal spincast reel.

Omega™ ZO3
FEATURES:
• 6 Stainless Steel Ball Bearings
• 3X Positive Line Pick-Up System
• 3.7:1 All Brass Helical-Cut Worm Gears 
• Level Wind Oscillating Spool System
• Quick-Change Spare Spool
• Diecast Aluminum Body and Reel Foot
• Continuous Anti-Reverse™

• Aircraft Aluminum Covers
• Triple Cam Multi-Disk Drag
• Ceramic Line Guide and Pick-Up Pins
• Power Crank Reversible Handle
• Sealed Soft-Touch Rubber Thumb Button
• Pre-spooled with 10 pound line

Omega™ ZO3C
FEATURES:
• ZO3 reel
• 6’0” Professional graphite rod with 

D-Guides and countoured natural cork
grips.

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

The most advanced
spincast reel…ever.
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Mercury spincast is spooled with 10 pound line and
features stainless steel covers, a Positive Pickup™, all-
metal gears and right or left retrieve.

Mercury™

Zebco’s 733 has a ball-bearing drive and star-
adjustable drag in a stainless steel housing.  This
“Hawg” also features a Bait Alert™ clicker and
selectable Direct Drive.

733™
The Hawg®

Everyone who fishes knows the Zebco 33.  It’s been in
production longer than any other spincast reel, because
fishermen the world over have demanded it.  Ask
anyone, “what was the first reel you ever fished with?”
The answer will, more often than not, be “the Zebco
33”.

Zebco’s newest 33 still features corrosion-resistant,
all-metal gears and polished stainless steel covers, but
also has a smooth ball-bearing drive system and a
dual-cam all-metal drag.  It’s also convertible for
right- or left-handed retrieve.

Thirty years from now, you can share history just as
your Grandfather did with you in the ceremonial
handing down of your Zebco 33.

33®

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Dual-cam drag system
• Stainless steel covers
• QuickSet™ anti-reverse
• Right or left retrieve
• Pre-spooled with 10 pound line

FEATURES:
• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel covers
• Right or left retrieve
• Pre-spooled with 10 pound line

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Heavy-duty design
• Star-actuated drag control
• Bait Alert™ clicker
• Selectable Direct Drive
• Solid steel handle
• Stainless steel spinnerhead

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

The reel that has been teaching
America to fish.

Easy-to-use, with a
high-tech design.

Designed tough, for 
reeling in the big ones.
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With 2 ball bearings, the 22 Gold™ is super smooth,
and just the right size for younger anglers.  The 22
Gold has stainless steel covers and is pre-spooled
with 8 pound line.

22™ Gold™

Zebco’s 33 Gold features 2 ball bearings, a dual-
cam all-metal Zebco Magnum drag and Positive
Pickup.  It’s also pre-spooled with 10 pound line.

33® Gold™

The One Gold is built for big fish.  Along with its
great looking gold stainless steel covers, this reel
features a star-adjustable drag, selectable anti-
reverse and 14 pound line.

One Gold™

Triggerspin™ makes this reel easy to cast.   Pre-
spooled with 8 pound line, a ball bearing drive and
Zebco Magnum drag provide fish-fighting
durability.

44® Gold™

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

Mid-sized reel built
like a full-sized reel.

Elegant upgrade to
the standard 33®.

Smooth performance
when fighting big fish.

Triggerspin™ casting
convenience.

Upgrade the Zebco Micro experience with these
two high-performance ultralights.  Both the 11G
spincast and the 11TG Triggerspin™ feature a ball-
bearing drive and selectable anti-reverse.

Gold™Micro

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel covers
• Left/right retrieve

FEATURES:
• 2 Ball-bearing drive
• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel covers
• Left/right retrieve

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel covers
• Star-actuated drag system

The 11G and 11TG ultralight reels are pre-spooled
with 4-pound line and feature 4.1:1 gears.

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel covers
• Triggerspin™ cast control
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The Classic version of the famous 33® includes
Continuous Anti-Reverse™ along with 2 ball bearings
for ultra-smooth performance.  It’s convertible for
right or left retrieve and is pre-spooled with 10 pound
line.

33® Classic®

One Classic is what experienced big-fish anglers use
when they are seeking the highest level of
performance and durability.  With a ball bearing drive
and star-adjustable drag, the One Classic will certainly
be a part of your family for years to come.

One Classic®

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

FEATURES:
• 2 Ball-bearing drive
• Continuous Anti-Reverse™

• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel covers
• Right/left retrieve

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Continuous Anti-Reverse™

• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel covers
• Star-actuated drag system

The top-of-the-line
Zebco 33®

Designed for the
fisherman with “big
expectations”.
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The ultralight design of the PS2010 makes this the
perfect reel for catching perch to smallmouth to
trout.  It features 6 pound line, a ball bearing drive
and silent anti-reverse, with Prostaff’s trademark
oversized thumb button and star drag.

Prostaff®

2010™

The PS2020 is the perfect sized reel for crappie or
bass.  It fits the hand easily, and with features like a
ball bearing drive, Positive Pickup, 8 pound line
and dual paddle crank handle, you’ll be landing
more fish than ever before.

Prostaff®

2020®

You can use the PS2030 for just about every type of
fishing.  It’s sized for small fish or monsters and
features a ball bearing drive, solid brass gears and a
fade-free star-adjustable drag.  The PS2030 is pre-
spooled with 14 pound line.

Prostaff®

2030™

The PS888 isn’t afraid to tackle the biggest fish in
the lake.  Pre-spooled with 20 pound line and
featuring a selectable Bait Alert™, you’ll be
confident no matter what attacks your bait.

Prostaff®

888®

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

Serious light-action
fishing performance.

A reel truly designed
for crappie.

Professional quality reel
for bass and cats.

The biggest fish in the 
water fear this reel.

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Oversized thumb button
• Silent anti-reverse

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel front cover
• Dual paddle crank handle

FEATURES:
• Ball-bearing drive
• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel front cover
• Dual paddle crank handle

FEATURES:
• Selectable Bait Alert™

• Positive Pickup
• All-metal gears
• Stainless steel front cover
• Star-actuated drag system

The PS888 features our exculsive
Bait Alert™ systems which gives
you an audible notification of every
strike!
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YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

The perfect entry-level bass reel and pre-spooled with
15 pound line, the 404 also features a built-in Hook
KeeperTM and a silent anti-reverse.

404®

Pre-spooled with 20 pound line and built to take on
even the biggest cats, the 808 has a star-adjustable
drag, silent anti-reverse and a re-inforced steel foot.

808®

No other fishing reel has touched more hands than the
legendary Zebco 202.  It’s been the reel more people
have learned to fish with since its introduction.
Pre-spooled with 10 pound line, the 202 also features a
built-in Hook KeeperTM

202®

FEATURES:
• Corrosion-resistant, solid brass gears
• Positive Pickup
• Tough ABS housing
• Adjustable cantilever drag
• Hook Keeper™

• Pre-spooled with 10 pound line

FEATURES:
• Corrosion-resistant, solid brass gears
• Positive Pickup
• Tough ABS housing
• Dual paddle steel crank handle
• Hook Keeper™

• Pre-spooled with 15 pound line

FEATURES:
• Corrosion-resistant, solid brass gears
• Positive Pickup
• Tough ABS housing
• Selectable Bait Alert™
• Dual paddle steel crank handle
• Silent anti-reverse
• Reinforced steel foot
• Pre-spooled with 20 pound line

The world’s most popular
spincast reel!

Durability for the recreational
fisherman.

Rugged and reliable for
catching the bigger fish.
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Performance is the key to the success of the Gold
GBC500 baitcast reel, with professional features
like 5 bearings for the smoothest possible feel and
adjustable magnetic braking for the ultimate in cast
control.

The GBC500 also features Continuous Anti-
Reverse™ for hooksetting power, corrosion resistant
all-metal gears and a star-adjustable Zebco
Magnum drag system.  It is built on a solid and
lightweight graphite frame and comes pre-spooled
with 12 pound line.

For true versatility, the GBC500 features a Flippin’
Switch™ allowing you to accurately place the lure,
even in the toughest of places.

Gold™
GBC500

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

Professional features
and styling.

FEATURES:
• 4 Ball-bearing drive plus clutch bearing
• Continuous Anti-Reverse™

• Star-adjustable Zebco Magnum drag
• DynaMag® magnetic cast control
• Lightweight graphite frame
• Pre-spooled with 12 pound line

High-performance spinning reels are part of every
serious angler’s arsenal on the water.  Zebco has
designed the Gold GSP series spinning reels with
professional features and sizes to match whatever
situation you might be in, from heavy bass and
catfish action to light trout and panfish action.

These 5-bearing reels also feature our Twist-
Reducer™ line roller and are designed for the
serious angler, to battle serious fish.

AVAILABLE MODELS:
GSP20 – medium/light action, 

pre-spooled with 6 pound line
GSP30 –  medium action

pre-spooled with 8 pound line
GSP40 _  medium/heavy action

pre-spooled with 12 pound line

Gold™
GSP

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

The gold standard of
spinning technology.

FEATURES:
• 4 Ball-bearing drive plus clutch bearing
• Continuous Anti-Reverse™

• Star-adjustable Zebco Magnum drag
• Aluminum Long Stroke® spool
• TRU-Balance® handle and rotor

The GBC500
features a
Flippin’ Switch™
for fishing with
finesse.

Selected as a “Best  Buy” by
Fishing and Hunt ing News.

A Twist-
Reducer™ line
roller gives the
GSP series
spinning reels
smooth, trouble-
free retrieves.
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YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

There’s nothing like hooking a monster bluegill.  Well
it might not be a monster, but with a Zebco Micro
doing the job, you’ll believe it is.  These palm-sized
reels and combos offer a whole new world of
affordable, ultralight fun.  Leave it to Zebco, the most
recognized name in the business, to pack so much
quality, reliability and performance into such pint-
sized packages.  Adjustable drags, selective anti-
reverse, dependable gears…and available in spinning,
spincast and Triggerspin™ models.  Whichever model
you choose, you can count on them to turn every fish
into maximum fun!

FEATURES:
MZ1000 – Zebco® 11MT Triggerspin™ reel

4’6” 2-piece ultralight rod
MZ2000 – Zebco® 11M spincast reel

4’6” 2-piece ultralight rod
MZ3000 – Zebco® MZ00 spinning reel

4’6” 2-piece ultralight rod

Micro
Combos

Turn bluegills into 
blue whales!

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

Upgrade the Zebco Micro experience with these two
high-performance ultralights.  Both the 11G spincast
and the 11TG Triggerspin™ feature a ball-bearing drive
and selectable anti-reverse.  Each has a line capacity
of 60 yards of 4 pound line and 4.1:1 gears for hard
fighting.

Micro Reels

FEATURES:
11M
• Ultralight design
• Selective anti-reverse
• Right/left retrieve

11MTS
• Ultralight design
• Triggerspin™ cast control
• Selective anti-reverse
• Right/left retrieve
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YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

YOUTH NOVICE INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

The SW888, with saltwater-resistant components is
built extra-tough to handle the rigors of hard
saltwater fishing, featuring stainless steel Zebco
Magnum gears, a heavy-duty power handle, and
high-volume line capacity (even 20 yards of 70
pound braided line).

The selectable anti-reverse gives you total hook-
setting power for tough-fighting fish.

SW/Sport™

SW888

SW/Sport spinning reels feature an aluminum Long
Stroke® spool design for distance casting, a ball
bearing drive for smooth performance and are
available in three different sizes for all types of
saltwater fishing.

All-metal components on SW/Sport spinning reels
are saltwater protected and the front-adjustable drag
allows you to greater control over the fish.

SW40 – Medium-size
pre-spooled with 270 yds./8 lb. line

SW60 – Medium-heavy size
pre-spooled with 220 yds./14 lb. line

SW80 – Heavy-size
pre-spooled with 240 yds./20 lb. line

SW/Sport™

SW Spinning

Easy-to-use
saltwater spincast.

Three sizes for all 
saltwater situations.

FEATURES:
• Stainless steel cover
• Star-actuated saltwater-protected drag,

gears and spool
• Selectable anti-reverse
• Pre-spooled with monofilament but ready

for braided line.

FEATURES:
• Aluminum Long Stroke® spool
• Smooth front-adjustable drag
• Selectable anti-reverse
• Corrosion-resistant Zebco Magnum gears
• Twist-Reducer™ line roller
• Balanced handle and rotor

All SW/Sport™ reels 
feature corrosion-
resistant saltwater-
protected construction
for durable performance
and long life.

SW40

SW60

SW80
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If you’re looking for a way to get those monster panfish out of the tall grass, Zebco’s
Crappie Cane Poles are the answer.  Their extra long length and sensitive actions get
you closer to the action.

Crappie Cane Poles

Put more panfish in your boat!

Zebco has the perfect tackle for grabbin’ crappie.  Matched with our 11T Classic®

Triggerspin™ reel, each combo comes with  a highly-sensitive Crappie Classic® rod in
10’ or 12’ lengths.

Crappie Systems

These strong and durable graphite rods feature full cork handles, hook holders and
actions that are sure to enhance everyone’s fishing experience.

Graphite Series

This series of rods is built saltwater-tough for heavy duty fishing.  Unique AquaGrip™

handles provide a solid, non-slip grip when casting and fighting fish.  The virtually
unbreakable “Blue Striker” action tip is designed to provide castability along with hook-
setting power and high-visibility.

SW/Sport™ Series

Exclusive Zebco®

AquaGrip™ no-slip
handle design.

4-piece 12’
rod with
crappie wallet
and 11MTS
reel.

2-piece 12’
rod with
11MTS
reel.

3-piece 10’
rod with
11MTS
reel.

10’ telescopic
rod with
11MTS
reel.

10’ telescopic
rod with integral
reel, pre-spooled
with line.  With a
wire leader
included, this is
the ultimate in
crappie
convenience!

Exclusive Zebco®

Blue Striker™

high-visibility
action tip.

ZCC124TK ZCC122 ZCC103 ZCC12T ZCL10T 16



Prostaff ®

Zebco’s Prostaff combos feature a graphite-reinforced  rod with a natural cork
grip.

PS110 PS2010 reel, 5’6”, 2-pc. med./light Prostaff® rod
PS120 PS2020 reel, 6’0”, 2-pc. medium Prostaff® rod
PS130 PS2030 reel, 6’6”, 1-pc. medium Prostaff® rod

Whether you are a serious angler, a weekend warrior, the holiday hobbiest or just want to go out and enjoy a day
of fun fishing with the family, Zebco® makes it easy with our matched rod/reel combos.  We’ve already done the
work to match the right reel with the right rod, so all you need to do is decide what you want to catch.

Zebco® Matched Rod/Reel Combos

SW/Sport™

Zebco SW/Sport saltwater combos feature E-Glass heavy-duty SW/Sport™ rods
with double-wrapped, triple frame aluminum oxide guides along with our unique
AquaGrip™ handles and Blue Striker™ action tip.

SW888C SW888 spincast reel, 8’, 2-pc. med./hvy. rod
SW40C NEW! SW40 spinning reel, 7’, 2-pc. medium rod
SW60C SW60 spinning reel, 8’, 2-pc. med./heavy rod
SW80C SW80 spinning reel, 10’, 2-pc. med./heavy rod

Gold™ Spincast
Featured with Zebco’s Z-Glass rod, EVA grips.

2200Gold 22 Gold reel, 5’6”, 2-pc. med./light Z-Glass rod
3300Gold 33 Gold reel, 6’0”, 2-pc. medium Z-Glass rod
4400Gold 44 Gold reel, 6’0”, 2-pc. med./light Z-Glass rod

733™ Hawg®

The Zebco 733 Hawg combo includes a medium-heavy action fiberglass rod with
extra-long cork handle and screw-down foregrip.

733Hawg 733 heavy spincast reel, 6’6”, 2-pc. med./heavy 
Hawg rod

Gold™ Baitcast / Spinning
Gold™ baitcast and spinning combos feature an lightweight, sensitive IM6
medium-action graphite rod with natrual cork grips

5000Gold GBC500 baitcast reel, 6’0”, 1-pc. medium IM6 rod
2000Gold GSP20 spinning reel, 6’0”, 2-pc. med./light IM6 rod
3000Gold GSP30 spinning reel, 6’6”, 2-pc. med./light IM6 rod
4000Gold GSP40 spinning reel, 6’6”, 2-pc. medium IM6 rod
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Our best-selling combos have been packaged with everything you need to make your fishing trip more
enjoyable. We’ve included the right tackle for each combo, whether it’s small fish your after or fighting bass,
these combos are complete and ready for the lake!

Zebco® Pre-Packaged Combos

1245TK
The best-selling
spincast reel in history
is the 202®, and
Zebco® has packaged
this great beginner’s
reel with a fiberglass
5’6” fishing rod and
50-piece collection of
light-fishing tackle you
will need to catch that
trophy panfish.  It’s
also pre-spooled with
10 pound quality
monofilament line.

1545TK
For those seeking the
bigger fish like crappie
and bass, you can’t
beat our popular 404®

combo with 5’6”
fiberglass rod with
EVA grips, 50-piece
tackle pack and 15
pound line.

3490TK
Zebco’s World
Famous 33® with
ball-bearing drive,
smooth adjustable
Zebco Magnum drag
and QuickSet™ anti-
reverse is perfectly
matched with our
5’6” Z-Glass medium
action rod.  You also
get 50 pieces of the
perfect tackle for
panfish and bass.
The 3490TK includes
10 pound-test
premium
monofilament line.
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Finally, true kid-friendly and
parent-friendly tackle!

Zebco introduces the world’s first kid-sized fishing
combos, in their favorite characters, that will actually
float if dropped in the water.  These combos are easy-
to-use with flexible guides that won’t break and
comfortable kid-sized handles.  They also are
packaged with a fish-shaped fishing plug so your little
ones can practice their casting skills.

Kid-friendly flexible guides!

It Floats!
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Our most dynamic youth products are the “hottest” combos on the water.  Hot Reels™

combos are designed for the “hip” kid in your family.

Choose either openstock or
flatboarded versions of all Hot
Reels® combos.

Hot Reels combos are available
in these exciting color
combinations:
Blue/Green
Red/Yellow
Purple/Orange

™

Zebco offers the only 3-
dimensional character
reel on the market – the
exciting Mickey Mouse
Boat Combo!

Fishasaurus Rex™ is sure
to put a smile on any junior
angler’s face.  This combo

includes a casting plug and
pint-sized tackle box

designed for little hands.
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Model Package Type Reel Specs Rod Specs Tackle Box Tackle Extras

Multi-Use Pre-Packaged Combos / Kits
RTSCK Flatboard Spincast, RTSC, 10 lb. line 5’6”, 2-pc. Med., Z-Glass 2-sided General Purpose Spare 10 lb. line spool

RTSPK Flatboard Spinning, RTSP, 8 lb. line 5’6”, 2-pc. Med., Z-Glass 2-sided General Purpose Spare 10 lb. line spool

RTSCTEL Clam Pack Spincast, RTSC, 10 lb. line 5’6”, tele. Med., Z-Glass 2-sided General Purpose

RTSPTEL Clam Pack Spinning, RTSP, 8 lb. line 5’6”, tele. Med., Z-Glass 2-sided General Purpose

RTSCTT Tackle Tote® Spincast, RTSC, 10 lb. line 5’6”, tele. Med., Z-Glass Full-size tote General Purpose

RTSPTT Tackle Tote® Spinning, RTSP, 8 lb. line 5’6”, tele. Med., Z-Glass Full-size tote General Purpose

Species-Specific Pre-Packaged Combos / Kits
PANFISH
RTPFSCK Flatboard Spincast, RTSCUL, 6 lb. line 5’, 2-pc. Light, Z-Glass 2-sided Panfish Pack 6” Micro Pliers

RTPFSPK Flatboard Spinning, RTSP201, 6 lb. line, plst. spool1, bb2 5’, 2-pc. Light, Z-Glass 2-sided Panfish Pack 6” Micro Pliers

TROUT
RTTRTS Flatboard Triggerspin®, RT11T, 4 lb. line, stn. stl. covers 4’6”, 2-pc. Ultralight, Z-Glass 2-sided Trout Pack 6” Micro Pliers

RTTRSPK Flatboard Spinning, RTSP101, 4 lb. line, plst. spool1, bb2 4’6”, 2-pc. Ultralight, Z-Glass 2-sided Trout Pack 6” Micro Pliers

BASS
RTBASCK Flatboard Spincast, RT2020, 8 lb., stn. stl. cover 6’, 2-pc. Med., Z-Glass 2-sided Bass Pack 6” Pliers

RTBASPK Flatboard Spinning, RTSP301, 8 lb. line, plst. spool1, bb2, car3 6’, 2-pc. Med., Z-Glass 2-sided Bass Pack 6” Pliers

CATFISH
RTCFSCK Flatboard Spincast, RT2030, 14 lb., stn. stl. cover, bb2 6’, 2-pc. Med./Hvy., Z-Glass 2-sided Catfish Pack 6” Pliers

RTCFSPK Flatboard Spinning, RTSP401, 14 lb. line, plst. spool1, bb2, car3 6’, 2-pc. Med./Hvy., Z-Glass 2-sided Catfish Pack 6” Pliers

Species-Specific Openstock Combos
PANFISH
RTPFSP Openstock Spinning, RT101, 6 lb., bb2, alum. spool, car3 5’6”, 2-pc. Light, Composite Panfish Pack

TROUT
RTTRSP Openstock Spinning, RT001, 4 lb. line, bb2, alum. spool, car3 5’, 2-pc. Ultralight, Composite Trout Pack

BASS
RTBASP Openstock Spinning, RT301, 8 lb. line, bb2, alum. spool, car3 6’6”, 2-pc. Med., Composite Bass Pack

WALLEYE
RTWASP Openstock Spinning, RT301, 8 lb. line, bb2, alum. spool, car3 6’6”, 2-pc. Med., Composite Walleye Pack

CATFISH
RTXLCFSC Openstock Spincast, RT888, 20 lb. line, bb2, stn. stl. cover 7’, 2-pc. Med./Hvy., Composite Catfish Pack

RTXLCFSP Openstock Spinning, RT601, 20 lb. line, bb2, alum. spool, car3 7’, 2-pc. Med./Hvy,. Composite Catfish Pack

BIGWATER
RTBWSP Openstock Spinning, RT601, 20 lb. line, bb2, alum. spool, car3 8’, 2-pc. Med., Composite Bigwater Salt  Pack

INSHORE SALTWATER
RTISSP Openstock Spinning, RTSP401, 14 lb. line, alum. spool, bb2, car3 7’, 2-pc. Med., Composite Inshore Salt  Pack

1. plastic spool
2. ball-bearing
3. continuous anti-reverse™

Z E B C O  R E A D Y  T A C K L E ™
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All Zebco Ready
Tackle™ combos come
with our exclusive
Fishing Guide to help
you better understand
the different species of
fish, and to help you use
your new tackle the
proper way.



Model Rod Type Pieces Action Length Line Weight (lb.) Lure Weight (oz.) Handle Specs

Graphite Series™

GSC562ML Casting 2 Med./Light 5’6” 4-10 1/8-1/2 Full Cork

GSC601M Casting 1 Medium 6’ 8-15 1/8-5/8 Full Cork

GSC662MH Casting 2 Med./Heavy 6’6” 10-20 1/4-1 Full Cork

GSC661MH Casting 1 Med./Heavy 6’6” 10-20 1/4-1 Full Cork

GSS502UL Spinning 2 Ultralight 5’ 2-6 1/64-1/8 Full Cork

GSS562L Spinning 2 Light 5’6” 4-8 1/32-1/4 Full Cork

GSS562M Spinning 2 Medium 5’6” 6-12 1/8-1/2 Full Cork

GSS602ML Spinning 2 Med./Light 6’ 4-10 1/8-1/2 Full Cork

GSS601M Spinning 1 Medium 6’ 6-12 1/8-1/2 Full Cork

GSS662L Spinning 2 Light 6’6” 4-9 1/32-1/4 Full Cork

GSS662M Spinning 2 Medium 6’6” 6-12 1/8-5/8 Full Cork

SW/Sport™

SWC661MH Casting 1 Med./Heavy 6’6” 15-40 1-4 EVA AquaGrip™

SWC701M Casting 1 Medium 7’ 10-25 1/4-1 1/2 EVA AquaGrip™

SWC802MH Casting 2 Med./Heavy 8’ 15-40 1/4 EVA AquaGrip™

SWS661MH Casting 1 Med./Heavy 6’6” 15-40 1-4 EVA AquaGrip™

SWS662ML Casting 2 Med./Light 6’6” 8-14 1/8-3/8 EVA AquaGrip™

SWS701M Casting 1 Medium 7’ 12-25 1/2-2 EVA AquaGrip™

SWS802MH Casting 2 Med./Heavy 8’ 15-40 1-4 EVA AquaGrip™

SWS102MH Casting 2 Med./Heavy 10’ 15-40 1-4 EVA AquaGrip™

Crappie Pole
ZCP125T Crappie 5-pc. Tele. Light 12’ Tennessee EVA

ZCP122 Crappie 2 Light 12’ Tennessee EVA

ZCP103 Crappie 3 Light 10’ Tennessee EVA

R O D S

A C C E S S O R I E S
Model Description

ZA204 8” pliers

ZA206 6” Nickel-plated pliers

ZA208E DeLiar® - 8lb.

ZA210 6” Stainless steel hemostats

ZA218 Reel oil

ZA220 Reel grease

ZA222 Stainless steel scissors pliers

ZA228 28 lb. DeLiar®

CPLUG Casting plug set

597B Mickey bobber

1097 Tigger Bobber

697 Donald Duck© bobber

797 Goofy© bobber
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“Take me fishing,
and we’ll always
have something
in common.”
No other activity can bond a family together
quite like boating and fishing.
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